
The Global Gaming Expo (G2E) has become the latest industry show to suffer 
cancellation due to health and safety fears arising from the coronavirus pandemic.
    The biggest trade show on the US gaming calendar will no longer be taking 
place in a physical format in October, with virtual alternatives being explored.
    American Gaming Association President and CEO Bill Miller said: “Health and 
safety have always been our top priority and the uncertainty created by the 
ongoing pandemic makes this the prudent decision ahead of critical deadlines 
for exhibitors planning to participate.”
    Earlier in the week, it was reported that several casinos in the US have either 
reclosed or been ordered to shut down for a set period.
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    According to Fantini, properties across the US are still being affected by the 
COVID-19 pandemic to enough of a degree for operations to temporarily halt.

In Miami, Churchill Downs’ Calder Casino, Hialeah Park, Casino Miami and 
Magic City have reclosed. Gila River Indian Community also closed its three       
Phoenix area casinos for the second time, despite reopening them again since.

Meanwhile, in Michigan, two employees of Legends Diner in Soaring Eagle 
Casino tested positive for COVID-19, while on Monday, Rush Street’s Rivers 
Casino in Pittsburgh was ordered to close for a week following an employee 
testing positive.

Elsewhere, Mississippi now requires all casino guests to wear a facemask, 
and there are worries casinos will be forced to close in Nevada following 
governor Steve Sisolak’s warning that all businesses must enforce protocols 
on mandatory face coverings.

Although New York City has entered Phase III of its reopening, as stated 
by Governor Andrew Cuomo, this will not include casinos or movie theatres. 
A decision is being finalised on the reopening of schools in September, 
while the Mid-Hudson region entered Phase IV of reopening on 7 July and 
Long Island entered Phase IV on 8 July.

However, New York City’s casinos will remain closed for the time being, 
as the state government continues to review scientific data.

In Louisiana, Penn National Gaming is set to lose 1,150 workers at four          
different locations in August.

According to CDC Gaming Reports via the Associated Press, a number of 
employees at L’Auberge Hotel and Casino in Baton Rouge, L’Auberge Casino 
Resort Lake Charles, Boomtown Casino & Hotel New Orleans and Margaritavilla 
Resort Casino in Bossier City will be laid off.

Penn National is attributing the job losses to uncertain business volumes 
as a result of social distancing requirements, having filed notices with the 
Louisiana Workforce Commission. Louisiana governor John Bel Edwards 
ordered the state’s casinos to close in March but even with reopenings 
across Louisiana and the US since, revenue and EBITDA are not expected 
to return to pre-pandemic levels for some months.

Similarly, Maryland casinos are struggling to cover losses imposed by the 
COVID-19 lockdown despite reopening at 50% capacity. 

According to the Maryland Lottery & Gaming regulatory agency, revenues 
in June were only $34.9m, compared to $142.9m the previous year. The state 
obtained only $14.6m from June’s gaming revenue.

All of Maryland’s casino operators were forced to halt operations in mid-March.  
Three smaller casinos, Ocean Downs, Hollywood Perryville and Rocky Gap, 
resumed work mid-June, while larger venues MGM’s National Harbor, Live! 
Casino & Hotel and Horseshoe Baltimore opened at the end of June.

Live! Casino had the highest revenue with $15.9m, National Harbor brought 
in $8m and Hollywood Perryville earned $3.5m. The three remaining casinos 
didn’t reach the $3m mark on an individual basis.

GI Verdict: Deciding when to reopen casinos in the US comes down to a 
delicate balancing act, while the organisers of G2E have clearly felt the risk 
is too great to hold such a well-attended show as early as October. As we have 
seen in a number of states, open casinos too soon and they will only be forced 
to close as COVID-19 cases rise. But leave it too long and the job losses of Penn 
National Gaming will be repeated across the US industry as revenues plummet. 

A phased reopening such as the one in New York seems like the safest option 
for public safety, but time will tell how damaging this continued period of 
closures will be for the region’s casino operators – and trade shows, too. 

It is clear from Maryland and Louisiana casino reopenings have not put an
end to operator troubles. Unfortunately, it seems there will still be a mountain 
to climb to combat losses for months to come, while G2E is a huge loss.

Amount lost by MGM 
Resorts International, after 

an error allowed winning 
wagers to be put on Asian 

baseball matches after
they started

$250,000 

Total Q2 EBITDA 
losses for Macau 
casino operators, in 
what Morgan Stanley 
has described as 
the market’s “worst 
quarter ever”

$1bn+  

Increase in Newgioco’s 
online betting handle 

for the full year
2019, following a
focus on shifting 

customers towards 
online gaming

39%  

Scottish betting 
shops that could be 
forced to close if the 
Government refuses to 
lift restrictions soon, 
according to the Betting 
and Gaming Council

900    

Year-on-year drop
in Paradise Co revenue 

for the month of June, to
KRW13.82bn ($11.5m)

81%   



GC DATA SHOWS MAY RECOVERY FOR UK SPORTS BETTING; 
VIRTUALS AND POKER DOWN
New data published by the Gambling 
Commission shows a May recovery for 
sports betting after months of sporting 
cancellations and lockdowns.

Assessing the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the GC study 
looks into the performance of the UK 
gambling industry for the months 
of April and May. The study covers a 
sample of 2,000 British adults each 
week and utilises submissions from 
the market’s largest operators.

As a result of the cancellation of 
sporting events and major leagues, the 
total number of active players fell 55% 
for sports betting in April.

However, May saw the return of 
top-flight football with the German 
Bundesliga. As a result, the number of 
active players rose 13% month-on-month. 
The total number of bets placed also 
increased by 60% for May, while gross 
gambling yield (GGY) grew by 64% for 
the vertical.

By contrast, virtuals betting and 
poker both suffered steep drops from 
the prior month. The number of active 
players fell 48% for virtuals and 11% 

for poker month-on-month. GGY also 
fell 12% and 8% respectively.

Overall industry average spend per 
customer increased by 17% in May 
compared to April.

Only 0.4% of all adults surveyed 
stated that they had started gambling 
for the first time during the surveyed 
period. By comparison, 2.1% of adults 
had stopped gambling altogether. 

GI Verdict: It was always expected 
that once major sport returned, there 
would be a significant increase 
in sports betting; these Gambling 
Commission figures back that up.

A 60% increase in bets placed     
shows how willing players were to 
get back to betting on sport after 
months of suspension, a sharp rise 
considering major sport didn’t                             
resume until mid-May.

While virtual sports performed 
admirably during lockdown, even 
the most optimistic observer would 
have anticipated a drop off, and it’ll 
be interesting to see how subsequent 
figures look, following the Premier 
League’s return in June.

Amount Donaco 
International plans 
to raise to add to its 
immediate working 
capital and strengthen 
its balance sheet ($10m)

AU$14.4m    

Cambodian casinos 
permitted to open 
this week after the 

Government eased 
pandemic restrictions

200

UK gamblers without 
access to bank card 
gambling blockers, 
according to research 
published by charity 
GambleAware

28 million 
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CASINOS AND POLITICIANS SPREADING FALSEHOODS ABOUT 
GERMAN GAMBLING ADVERTISEMENT, SAYS DVTM
A gambling advertising agreement has 
been reached in Schleswig-Holstein, 
Germany, between the state’s Ministry 
of the Interior and two key unions.

The Central Association of the German 
Advertising Industry (ZAW) and German 
Association for Telecommunications and 
Media (DVTM) have settled with state 
government on a self-regulation model 
that ensures licensed online casino 
providers can offer a proportionate 
share of nationwide TV advertising.

The DVTM represents eight of the 11 
online casinos licensed in Schleswig-
Holstein and the self-regulation would 
cap TV advertising minutes at 17,000 
per month. This limit represents the 
maximum all operators are allowed to cover, 
collectively, on nationwide free-to-air TV.

Critics have also been invited by the 
body to check “neutral data,” dismissing 
claims of a “massive increase in gambling 
advertising” as “fake news.”

The DMTV says these suggestions 
have been spread by interest groups 
such as political parties and the 

Automatenwirtschaft, which represents 
land-based casinos.

Renatus Zilles, DVTM chairman, said: 
“Finding pragmatic, responsible solutions 
together instead of fighting each other is 
the mission statement of our association.”

In January, German federal states 
agreed in principle on a treaty to allow 
online gambling in Germany. However, 
the process to award sports betting 
licences has since been halted by the 
Darmstadt Administrative Court.

GI Verdict: Reaching a compromise on 
gambling advertisement restrictions is a 
must, as there’s arguments to be made on 
both sides of the debate. A blanket ban on 
advertising, such as the one in Italy, is too 
restrictive, but unregulated advertising 
could lead to vulnerable people and 
children being too exposed to gambling. 

As with the voluntary whistle-to-whistle 
advertising ban in the UK, German casino 
operators seem to have settled on a fair 
self-regulated cap on TV advertising, which 
should be news that is welcomed across   
the German market.

THE WEEK IN QUOTES

 “I can’t give specific numbers but 
I will tell you that for sure their 

lifetime value is higher than American 
players. These players are a lot 

harder to get and you have to put 
in more effort and more focus but it 
is definitely worth it because of the 

amount they spend. This is a lot more 
than we are used to – especially in 
Europe. I would say it is one of the 
most high-value players there is.”

Andrea Bellazza, VP of EU
and Asia Pacific at KaFe Rock,

discussing the lifetime value of 
Japanese online casino players
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GAMBLING INDUSTRY CONTINUES TO QUESTION SWEDISH 
COVID-19 MEASURES 
The new measures in Sweden in response 
to the coronavirus pandemic have come 
too late, and mandatory player-set loss 
limits are instead required, according to 
Videoslots’ general counsel.

The new restrictions came into effect on 2 
July, lasting until the end of the year, which 
include a SEK 5,000 ($537) weekly deposit 
limit for online casino and slots in Sweden.

Time limits on online casino and slots play 
were also introduced, while horse racing 
and sports betting are exempt from the 
new measures, despite initial inclusion.

However, Ewout Wierda, general counsel 
at Videoslots, believes the measures have 
come too late, as lockdown measures are 
eased around Europe.

Wierda told Gambling Insider: “For 
regulators, it is already too late to deal 
with the pandemic by changing or 
introducing new regulations. What would 
help players, however, is if mandatory, 
player-set loss limits were required instead 
of one-size-fits-all deposit restrictions.

“Loss is the easiest measure to 
understand, and deposit limits are simply 
not realistic with pay-and-play and instant 
withdrawals becoming the norm.”

Speaking at a ‘Future of Gaming’ panel 
at the CasinoBeats Malta Digital summit, 
LeoVegas COO, Marten Forste, also said 
regulation focuses unfairly on the country’s 
online casino market.

He explained: “I think in Sweden it has 
been a bit disappointing so far because the 
changes we are now seeing are not based 
on facts. New regulation is only impacting 
casino when we don’t see activity has 
increased in that market.

“It is also a bit disturbing to see we have 
businesses that are owned by the state 
and mainly focused on sports betting, 
which in this case are not being impacted 
at all in all of this.”

GI Verdict: The new measures have 
been a contentious issue ever since plans 
were introduced. The general industry 
concenus is that casino play hasn’t risen, but 
horse racing betting has, causing critics to 
question whether the main sports betting 
operator being state-run has played a part.

The fact the new regulation has come in 
as lockdown eases is also questionable. But 
nothing ever seems straightforward in the 
Swedish gambling market, especially since 
its re-regulation in January 2019.

“The UK regulator has shown 
predictability in the measures that 
have been imposed, which serve a 

purpose. I think in Sweden it has been 
a bit disappointing so far because the 
changes we are now seeing are not 

based on facts. It is actually allowing for 
non-licensed operators to take a bit of 
the market while it is limiting licensed 

casino operators.”

LeoVegas COO Marten Forste speaks 
about regulatory changes during 

the pandemic

“[Arcades] will die a senseless death, 
as this will not bring the improved play 

protection promised by Berlin legislators, 
but instead the exact opposite. They are 
professional coin-op machine merchants 
who have created jobs that are subject to 
compulsory social security contributions 

and thought that their investment in 
Berlin was an investment in their future.”

After the Berlin Government 
announced it will close hundreds 

of arcades in the city, Manfred 
Stoffers, Gauselmann Group board 

member, emphatically articulates the 
company’s feelings towards

the decision
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SHORTLIST DECIDED FOR GLOBAL GAMING AWARDS 
LAS VEGAS 2020
The final shortlist for the Global Gaming 
Awards Las Vegas 2020 has been decided, 
as the gaming industry’s finest companies 
battle it out across 12 categories.

During an unprecedented year for 
the sector, as the coronavirus pandemic 
continues to create an extremely 
challenging set of circumstances, gaming 
firms have been tested to the limit.

As such, this year’s awards ceremony 
rewards the efforts of those who have 
worked tirelessly to survive and thrive 
under such difficult conditions.

All shortlisted companies have been 
contacted following their nomination.

The full shortlist magazine will be 
available in early September, but in the 
meantime you can celebrate your 
nominations by using the hashtag 
#GGA2020 on social media and we’ll 
reshare your posts.

IGT and Aristocrat are among the 
category sponsors to have been 
unveiled for this year’s ceremony, 
while BetConstruct is the lead partner 
of the awards.

Leading land-based supplier Aristocrat 
will sponsor the Digital Industry Supplier  
of the Year category, as announced 
last week.

Aristocrat collected the Land-Based 
Industry Supplier of the Year title and won 
Slot of the Year with its Buffalo Diamond 
product at the 2019 ceremony.

In 2018, Aristrocrat was also successful 
in two categories, triumphing in Slot of the 
Year with Game of Thrones, while winning 
Land-Based Product of the Year with 
Lightning Link.

Gambling Insider COO Julian Perry said: 
“We are delighted to welcome Aristocrat 
back to the Global Gaming Awards as 
category sponsors once more.

“Digital Industry Supplier is an extremely 
competitive category – and having a serial 
winner in Aristocrat sponsoring adds to 
the award’s prestige.”

The Global Gaming Awards Las Vegas  
are powered by Gambling Insider and 
Gaming America, in association with  
G2E, and independently adjudicated  
by KPMG.

TAKING STOCK

Studio City
15.53 USD

Aspire Global 
28.90 SEK

0%

9%

Aristocrat 
24.80 AUD -7%

IGT 
9.82 USD                       -3%

Penn National 
28.87 USD                              -7%
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HIGH DEMAND IN MD
Cordish Cos’ Live! in Maryland had huge numbers in June in just two 
days of operation. 

Live! opened June 28, bringing in a whopping $15.854m in those two 
days, showing the high demand for the casino, which was closed since 
March due to COVID-19. 

AVERAGE DAILY REVENUE

FULL MONTH REVENUE

MGM National Harbor followed a similar trend of high demand, with 
average daily revenue more than double in two days of operation in June 
compared to the entire month last year. 

Maryland casinos had staggered reopenings in June, the earliest of which 
began June 19.

OPENINGCASINO % CHANGE

(June 19) +4.53 Ocean Downs (CHDN) 

N/A +176.40 Total

(June 26) -16.60Horseshoe Baltimore (CZR) 

(June 19) +5.17 Rocky Gap (GDEN)

(June 19) +35.42 Hollywood Casino (GLPI) 

(June 29) +111.64 National Harbor (MGM) 

(June 29) +385.48 Live! (Cordish) 

REVENUE (M)

OPENINGCASINO % CHANGE

$4.488M -80.73National Harbor (MGM)

$11.189M -76.51Table Total

$751,216 -89.51Horseshoe Baltimore (CZR)

$211,850 -71.37Rocky Gap (GDEN)

$259,144 -68.03Ocean Downs (CHDN)

$5.051M -66.09Live! (Cordish)

$428,586 -42.60Hollywood Casino (GLPI)

OPENINGCASINO % CHANGE

$26.477M -78.74Baltimore/Washington Total

$2.597 -86.10Horseshoe Baltimore (CZR)

$8.026 -85.89National Harbor (MGM)

$15.854M -67.63Live! (Cordish)

$8.026M -85.89National Harbor (MGM)

$34.945M -75.54Slot Total

$2.597M -86.10Horseshoe Baltimore (CZR)

$15.854M -67.63Live! (Cordish)

$2.866M -58.19Ocean Downs (CHDN)

$2.152M -57.93Rocky Gap (GDEN)

$3.449M -45.83Hollywood Casino (GLPI)

$1.846M -83.98Horseshoe Baltimore (CZR)

$23.756M -75.54Slot Total

$3.538M -89.47National Harbor (MGM)

$10.803M -68.31Live! (Cordish)

$2.607M -56.87Ocean Downs (CHDN)

$1.940M -55.66Rocky Gap (GDEN)

$3.021M -46.26Hollywood Casino (GLPI)
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LATEST ISSUE OUT NOW

SIMON HAMMON
CPO, RELAX GAMING

Hammon discusses the benefits
of using smaller games studios

In the global gaming market, 
a one-size-fits-all approach to 

content is no longer fit for purpose. 
The evolution of player preferences, 

complex regulatory fragmentation, 
along with the introduction of new game 

formats and styles of play, has carved out 
niche, market-specific demands that can only be met through 
portfolio diversification. Localised content developed by on-
the-ground studios offers a means to provide for the nuances of 
each jurisdiction. But for businesses operating on an international    
scale, gaining access to it is not so simple.

In offering content that resonates with local players, small 
studios are at the top of their game. The cultural background and 
locality of a target audience are fundamental to understanding 
their unique preferences, and these international developers 
know their market better than any. But onboarding small studios 
can be expensive, carrying technical baggage and compliance 
demands that complicate the integration process for global 
operators and create delays. Yet combined, these providers 
offer a level of diversity that tips the scale in their favour. The 
real value of small studios lies in their collective power. 

By streamlining access to a hand-picked collection of 
on-the-ground studios, aggregation platforms enable online 
casinos to onboard localised content without the headache of 
individual integrations and heavy commercials. They can take  
on the majority of the technical and compliance burdens,  
keeping costs down not only through a single, swift integration 
process, but in taking the time to find and vet the up-and-coming 
studios whose content can really make a difference. Not every 
local provider is going to be a guaranteed success – picking out 
the diamonds in the rough takes an expert eye and dedication. 
But when one is found, the value it brings in terms of player 
retention and differentiation can make a marked difference to any 

organisation’s bottom line. 
When it comes to compliance barriers, aggregation 

businesses can handle the heavy lifting on behalf of their 
studio partners too. For example, Relax offers members of 
our Silver Bullet partner programme a full-service offering 
as well as its extensive distribution, including sheltering 
opportunities on licensing that make use of our extensive 
compliance knowledge, as well as gives customers security 
on production quality. We also assist with game certification 
and regulatory support, necessities that would normally 
be seen as an obstacle for smaller firms who don’t have an 
in-house compliance team and cannot shoulder the burden 
of outsourced help.

However, if the importance of smaller studios continues 
to rise and localised games become central to operators’ 
content diversification strategies, where does that leave 
the larger, international suppliers that have dominated the 
industry for the last 10 to 15 years? Whether or not they can 
keep pace will depend on if they have the desire or resources 
to invest in market-specific research and development. As 
the distinctions between individual markets grow ever 
more pronounced, a standardised portfolio with a blanket 
international offering is not going to cut it over a bespoke 
alternative. Localisation is far more than supporting content 
in multiple languages. It’s about carefully considering the 
themes, styles and mechanics that appeal to specific player 
segments, down to the finer details. 

From the number of studios knocking at our door, we 
know there’s a vast talent pool out there that can offer 
real value to the product offering of multi-market operators 
if presented with the opportunity. Finding these rising stars 
and providing them with an avenue for distribution has been 
central to Relax’s strategy since our inception. In supporting 
the little guys, companies can drastically expand the quantity 
and variety of games available to their partners. In return, this 
saves time and money by bypassing the hefty expenses incurred 
when conducting individual market research. This then gains 
instant access to high-quality content that enables the offering 
of a bespoke portfolio, which has been custom-made for            
local players around the world.
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